NCR
COUNTERPOINT
Built to Perform

An audience is dynamic, with expectations that can shift as quickly as the latest trend or cultural wave. As a retailer,
your customers are your audience – and with such ever-changing expectations in an evolving retail landscape, how
do you address the pressure to always perform and deliver what they’re looking for? You need an industry tested
solution that’s built especially for your business, so when the curtain goes up, the performance shines.
NCR Counterpoint is the comprehensive retail management system that builds the stage for your business to perform. No matter the complexity of your inventory, the number of store sites, or customer demands, our software is
the reliable system you need to earn a standing ovation.

Working in Harmony

In musical terminology, Counterpoint is the art of playing different melodies in combination with one
another. NCR Counterpoint, similarly, is a custom solution that melds industry-standard features with your
independent business needs. A flexible solution and dedicated partner keeps your business in sync.

For more information,
visit www.ncr.com, or email industryhere@ncr.com.

Why NCR?
NCR Counterpoint relieves many time- and labor-intensive business management functions, so you can focus your attention
where it really matters: your audience. You can ensure customer satisfaction while our comprehensive retail management
system runs the behind-the-scenes processes.

Our Promise to You

Our retail management system will revolutionize your business by making processes more organized, efficient and
customized to your needs.
The NCR Counterpoint software includes comprehensive features built for the retail industry. Built on an open platform
for superior flexibility, you can add supplementary modules through your dedicated partner, and even add specific
features or 3rd party modules into your software, making it your own and making it work for you. Let us show you
how NCR Counterpoint can enable performances that will bring down the house.

NCR continually improves products as new technologies and components become available. NCR, therefore, reserves the
right to change specifications without prior notice.
All features, functions and operations described herein may not be marketed by NCR in all parts of the world. Consult
your NCR representative or NCR office for the latest information.
All brand and product names appearing in this document are trademarks, registered trademarks or service marks of their
respective holders..
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